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IBM
The switches on the evaluation board do not all correspond to strapping pins on the 405GP.  In particular, there is no strapping pin on the 405GP for ECC mode enable/disable.The switch on the board may have originally been intended for the described function.  At the present time, however,  the OpenBIOS code that configures the SDRAM controller defaults to non-ECC and does not read the switch setting.  If you want to use ECC, the procedures for enabling and setting it up are in section 15.4 of the 405GP User's Manual.  Alternatively, the default for the evaluation board can be changed by modifying and recompiling the ROM Monitor (OpenBIOS) entry code.  The necessary changes are described by comments in the entry.s file.

IBM
In general, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the strapping pins and register bits, or between the binary values represented by the strapping pins and the value of the selection.For more detail, please take a look at pages 55-56 in the PowerPC 405GP Embedded Processor Datasheet.http://www-3.ibm.com/chips/techlib/techlib.nsf/techdocs/852569B20050FF77852569980055CE9B







IBM
*** Pin Error ***DI1 should be E24RI should be C25

IBM
405GP Rev A-C requires a 6ns delay, provided by U63, between GPI09 and header pin 3 (TRCCLK).The current 405GP Rev D-E does not require this delay.  The delay was only necessary for early versions of the part.

IBM
The schematic TRST_N wiring assumes JTAG debugger is being used.  The logical AND causes the JTAG state machine in the 405GP to be reset at power-on or when commanded by the JTAG interface.For correct operation of the 405GP this state machine must be reset at power-on.  If you pull TRST_N up in order to be able to use your debugger, but the debugger is not connected, then you must supply a power-on reset signal to TRST_N so that the JTAG boundary scan logic is properly reset.The data sheet is correct if the JTAG interface will NOT be used for boundary scan or with a debug tool.  By holding TRST_N low, the boundary scan state machine stays in reset and the chip I/O functions normally.Further information on the PowerPC Embedded Controller JTAG Reset Requirements can be found at:http://www-3.ibm.com/chips/techlib/techlib.nsf/techdocs/610DC059E150279E87256B6F006335BE

IBM
All 405GP Evaluation Boards prior to the 405GP Rev E chip have a problem with the RISCWatch Mictor connector (Look at the number on your processor.  If it is IBM25PPC405GP-3xExxxxx, your Mictor connection will work).  Another way to tell if you have this problem is by starting RISCWatch with the Mictor connected to the 405GP Evaluation Board and the board power turned on.  If RISCWatch says the power is off, then connect to the Evaluation Board using the transition connector.  If RISCWatch now says the power is on, you have this problem.To use the RISCWatch Mictor connection with one of the older evaluation boards, pin 12 of the mictor must be lifted from the board and connected to pin 6 of the 2x8 JTAG header.If you are not comfortable with modifying the 405GP Evaluation Board, interface the probe to the evaluation board target as shown in the RISCWatch Installation Guide figure 2-2 on page 2-3.  The required transition board and cables are supplied with the RISCWatch probe.


IBM


IBM
The PLL filter removes noise coupled on the power supply so the 405GP PLL has a clean power source.The PLL filter on the schematic has a DC drop across the 10-ohm resistor which puts the supplied voltage dangerously close to the low limit of 2.3 volts at a nominally sourced 2.5 volts (datasheet current is 16 mA to 23 mAa).IBM recommends replacing this PLL filter with the attached filter (double-click the push pin) to prevent a constant PLL voltage loss.

IBM
The PLL filter removes noise coupled on the power supply so the 405GP PLL has a clean power source.The PLL filter on the schematic has a DC drop across the 10-ohm resistor which puts the supplied voltage dangerously close to the low limit of 2.3 volts at a nominally sourced 2.5 volts (datasheet current is 16 mA to 23 mAa).IBM recommends replacing this PLL filter with the attached filter (double-click the push pin).







IBM
Pin AF4 is a RESERVED pin.M_CLK_IN was originally in the 405GP Rev A, but not carried over into further designs.As per the 405GP data sheet, pin AF4 should be pulled to 0VDD or GND

IBM
The PLL is intended to provide zero-delay buffering for the SDRAM clocks.  By manipulating the trace lengths you can shift the SDRAM clock either forward or backward.  We used the PLL because IBIS simulation showed that it was necessary with the board lead length and the SDRAMs we planned to support.If you use buffered SDRAM you may be able to get away with two loads on each of the clock outputs on the 405GP.  The key is that you will need to use the IBIS models to simulate the SDRAM interface on your card that takes into account the SDRAM you are using as well as lead lengths.  If you want to try to get to 133 MHz, it is very likely that you will need the PLL to provide zero delay buffering of the clocks.



IBM
P_CS_N(5:4) are connected to the FPGA, but are not used.  They are connected in case you want to add some function in the FPGA that requires another chip select.You can safely use P_CS_N(6:4) as external control signals and not impact anything else on 405GP Evaluation Board.



IBM
PCI JTAG is not supported because JTAG signals TDI, TDO, TMS, TCK, and TRST_N are not available on the PCI connector.

IBM
NOT FOR GENERAL USE refers to the fact that we created a means to rotate the connector in the board and thereby swap it from 3.3v operation to 5v operation.  The VIO_Sx signal resistors must be correctly populated to provide the voltage switching that is also required.  We simply wanted to warn other IBM library users that this implementation is not per PCI specs.  PCI does not permit a host to change from 3.3V to 5V (there are universal add-in cards, but not universal hosts) it's either one or the other.  This also reflects down to the board where additional holes are drilled to permit the reversal.  The board holes actually overlap to accommodate the connector reversal.  Usually, you don't want overlapping holes in your connector footprint database.  We also went though one additional level of PCI spec corruption by wiring a host slot so that could be operated as an add-in "card edge" so we could test both host and target mode operation of 405GP with the same board.







IBM
The expansion connector is a female BergStak 61082-202000.  You can get specific dimensions for this connector at:http://12.30.8.43/fci/datasheet.asp?PN=61082202000&FAM=119Note:  Due to clearance issues, the expansion card must hang off the front side of the evaluation card.  This necessitates removing the card from the chassis, again for clearance reasons.





IBM
Remove the six 0 ohm resistors at grid coordinates A5 and B5 for3.3v current measurements between the two pins of J34.

IBM
Remove the two 0 ohm resistors at grid coordinates C2 for 2.5v current measurements between the two pins of J35.



IBM
G_DATA[31:0] is used twice to create M_DATA(63:0).  Why is M_DATA is routed to 64-bit SDRAM as two occurances of 32-bit data?The 64 bit SDRAM has effectively a 32-bit data path when used with the 405GP which is a 32-bit processor.  The bank select signals determine which 32 bits are read from the SDRAM DIMM.  In other words, if you have a 64MB 64-bit SDRAM it is separated into two banks.  The 1st 32MB of address space is contained in one bank and the 2nd 32MB is in the other bank so that sequential addresses are contained within one bank.














